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For a Candidate for APSA, do not include this page. For a Candidate for the FPSA, HonPSA, or HonFPSA, a summary of information previously submitted in support of the proposal for their current Honor (e.g., proposal for FPSA has this one page summary of key service credentials from the Candidate’s proposal for APSA). Form HC-104, “Candidate’s Record,” should follow this page and begin with page 6.

Linda Jackson’s Citation for APSA honors –
Linda received APSA honors at the Conference in Albuquerque in September, 2000. I do not have access to her APSA proposal, but the citation for her APSA honors, as presented in the PSA Journal reads: “Linda Jackson – For her strong dedication to the art of photography and sharing her knowledge to local, regional and national photo groups, for her many impressive slide presentations, serving as a judge at the local and international level, and for her numerous medals and awards.”

Summary of Linda’s record before December 1, 1999 –
Linda Jackson’s record of service before receiving APSA honors is centered on her service to the Southern California Association of Camera Clubs (SCACC) and Fallbrook Camera Club. She also has an outstanding record in international exhibitions, including the PSA International. In addition, she has been a “much-sought-after” presenter at camera clubs in the San Diego area for the past 20 years, and she has presented many programs annually at retirement homes, churches, garden clubs, and the like over the past 20 years.

A. Southern California Association of Camera Clubs –
   2. For many years before 2000, SCACC conducted the Scott Watson Salon, a special annual competition of color, nature, and travel sections for members of clubs belonging to the council. Linda was the nature section chairperson for 10 years from 1991 to 2000.

B. Fallbrook Camera Club –
   1. Linda has served as club president for many years, including from 1980 through 1982 and from 1986 to the present.
   2. She also volunteered to serve as Fallbrook CC representative to SCACC in 1980, and she has served continuously to the present.
   3. She has also served as Fallbrook CC Equipment Chair from 1990 to the present.

C. Awards and medals in the PSA International Exhibition of Photography –
   1. 1994 – Best North American slide, Photo Travel Division (PTD)
   2. 1995 – Best Geological slide, Nature Division (ND)
   3. 1996 – Best Geological slide, Nature Division (ND)
   4. 1997 – Best N. American slide, PTD; and Kimber-Vogan Award, ND (for most improved)

All credentials in the remainder of this proposal, unless otherwise noted, occurred after December 1, 1999.

Signature of Proposer John Baxter Date December 15, 2021
By signing here I state that I am knowledgeable about this candidate’s record and verify its accuracy.